Think It’s Not a Sport?

Taylor Takes it Back

You get on top of that pyramid!
A look behind the pom-poms.

Ms. Swift, among others, are
getting control of their music.
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A Twittlerless world,
no Books of our Faces

High school debate:

Trumping modern politics
-

-
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Questionable
Casting
Dangerous
Storytelling
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Worldly
Influencers
The fourth face
would be...
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All Greek
to Them
Devon Vega
gets a bit
mythological.
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Another dry summer forecasted?
NL’s community pool got a
cleanup last summer by some
local hopefuls wishing for the
cool water to flow soon
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Can the scales of justice favor one side over others?
-

-

-
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The trauma and pseudo-maturity of girls in film
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The Mt. Rushmore of World Shapers
After trailblazers for compassion, creativity, and kindness to animals, who would be the fourth leader of influence?
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Where would we be
without those apps?

SHE BELIEVES!

-
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“I like being around my classmates. I've had the
same few people in my classes my entire life so
they're like a weird little family.”
Ava Segur

“I mostly enjoy school for the social aspect with both
teachers and peers. Extracurriculars are also a big
plus, even if NL's clubs are so underfunded.”
Nia Nicholson

“The cool thing about school is that it’s not worrying.
You don’t have to worry about really anything if you
just avoid drama and keep to yourself. Eventually we
will all graduate (hopefully) and then it’s all over, and
you have to worry more about making money and supporting yourself and maybe family.”
Ty Moffitt

“One thing I really like about the school is that we
are all in this together, students and teachers alike.
Everyone respects everyone and we can always rely
on each other to be the best versions of ourselves.”
Brooke Delancey

“I can’t think of anything I like about school.”
Tucker Deibert

“I like that I am able to spend each day with my
best friends at school. It is enjoyable to do my
classwork alongside them.”
Danielle Dougherty

“I like that school gives people a chance to find
friends and make memories.”
Serena Haas
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Give these minds more credit
Should touchy topics be
off-limits to student
journalists? Some say school
newspapers only need roses
and rainbows, but we are not
in the greeting card business
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-

-

Northern Lehigh High School
1 Bulldog Lane
Slatington, PA 18080

theslatenews@nlsd.org

The Slate, published six times a year, is the journalistic
voice of Northern Lehigh High School. Support for a free
press is provided by Northern Lehigh administration: Mr.
Matthew Link (superintendent), Dr. Tania Stoker (assistant
superintendent), Mr. Robert Vlasaty (principal) and Mr.
Michael Strohl (assistant principal).

-

Susan Gilsbach, Maddy Mack,
Haven Moore, Nia Nicholson,
Abby Peartree, Giana Rosario,
Ayden Scanlon, Hayley Thoder,
Dev Vega, Molly Williams,
Callum Zimmerman

Diego Fenstermaker, Laurence Nichols,
Cecilia Serfass, Delaney Szwast

-

Keona Dyer,
Chase Jones,
Angelina Juarbe

Caitlin Kirk

Mrs. Kathy Nowlin

Times News, Lehighton
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Thank you, slur. May I have another?
Reclaiming slurs empowers
people, advances society
-

-

Would you buy something just based on the label?
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-
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Hey! You don’t have to agree with us!
Students, community members, anyone with another opinion — let us know!

Letters should not exceed 175 words and may be sent to: theslatenews@nlsd.org
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The universe’s creation through ancient Greek
minds and how such a story should be told
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Winning is the perk; experience is the goal
-

-

-
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Bulldog ballers rollin’ through a tough year

(Top) Coach Patrick Wanamaker, Nick Frame, Izaiah Ramos, Austin Smyth, Derek Blose, Aiden Parvel, Bryce LoPinto, Devon Sosa, Coach Ryan Cunningham, (bottom)
Braydon Tocci, Logan Berfield, Isaac Raber, Connor Simms, Ethan Kunkle, Alex Erdo, Greg Clouse.
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Wrestle now. We will smile later
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Holiday lights are so bright, aren’t
they? ...Maybe just a little too bright
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-
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Before your homes, a little stop at Peters
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Musicians slowly reclaim music rights
-

-
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The story of history’s famous river boat ride
•
•
•
•

•
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Candy cane hunting season was a peppermint success
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